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Abstract

The need for solving non-linear arithmetic arises from many applications in artificial
intelligence and formal methods. Although the full first-order theory of real numbers is
decidable, the best well-known decision procedure for it, namely quantifier elimination
by cylindrical algebraic decomposition, has the complexity of double exponential with
respect to the number of variables. This remains as an impediment for a solver supporting
non-linear arithmetic. This thesis aims at an efficient complete framework for solving
existential fragment of polynomial constraints by first developing (incomplete) efficient
procedures as heuristics and then combine them with a complete procedure. Two efficient
procedures proposed are

• an extension of the raSAT loop, which is, in turn, an extension of interval con-
straint propagation (ICP) with testing, with the application of the intermediate
value theorem (IVT), and

• subtropical satisfiability.

Distinct procedures and their combinations are further integrated into a satisfiability
modulo theories (SMT) framework by supporting features of SMT solving such as unsat
core computation.

While raSAT loop (an extension of the ICP with testing) aims at quickly detecting
satisfiability of inequalities, the application of the IVT aims at showing satisfiability of
equations. We propose a scheme to combine interval arithmetic, testing, and the IVT to
show satisfiability of combinations of inequalities and equations. SAT-directed heuristics
are also proposed for the framework to quickly detect satisfiability while not affecting
performances of detecting unsatisfiability. Experimental data shows that the proposed
extensions increase the number of solved problems and the heuristics improve the running
time on solved problems and also increase the number of solved benchmarks. Comparing
with other SMT solvers, except for weaknesses in completeness, raSAT shows comparable
running time on problems it solved.

The second procedure, i.e. subtropical satisfiability, aims at finding an assignment for
variables which satisfies inequalities by examining the exponent vectors of polynomials
appearing in the inequalities. From those exponent vectors, the method generates linear
arithmetic constraints such that if they are satisfiable, then the original inequalities are
also satisfiable. The solution of the generated linear constraints is further used to provide
a witness for satisfiability of non-linear inequalities. Experimental results show that the
procedure is quite fast at either detecting satisfiability or failing. In particular, it finds
solutions for problems where other state-of-the-art non-linear arithmetic SMT solvers
times out.

Both proposed procedures are incomplete and in order to produce a decision frame-
work, we utilize quantifier elimination methods implemented in the computer algebra
system Redlog/Reduce. We propose two kinds for combining the ICP-based methods
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and the quantifier elimination, namely lazy and less lazy approaches. While the lazy
approach uses ICP-based methods as pre-processing steps for the quantifier elimination,
the less lazy one invokes the quantifier elimination on every box generated by the ICP
framework. In both approaches, subtropical satisfiability is utilized first as an attempt to
find a model for inequalities. Experimentally, the lazy method performs better than the
less lazy one but we expect some future improvements for the less lazy approach so that
several unsatisfiable boxes can be all discarded once the quantifier elimination method
detects the unsatisfiability of one box. Experimental results also show that our frame-
work is an efficient decision procedure to solve non-linear arithmetic SMT problems and
complementary to implementations in other SMT solvers.
Keywords: SMT solving, non-linear arithmetic, interval constraint propagation, sub-
tropical satisfiability, complete efficient framework.
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